Abstract-This paper presents an alternative approach on physical human action classification implemented by mobile robots. In contrast with other action recognition methods, this research indicates the best configuration topology of a number of dynamic neural networks to be used in 3D time series classification by showing several comparison performances. In this action recognition investigation we demonstrate high level network granularity on dynamic classification and class discrimination of normal and aggressive action recognition. An interconnection between an ubiquitous 3D sensory tracker system and a mobile robot is set to create a perception to action architecture capable to perceive, process, and classify physical human actions. The robot is used as a process-to-action unit to process the 3D data taken by the tracker and to eventually generate surveillance assessment reports pointing towards action-class matchings as well as generating evaluation statistics which signify the quality of the actions recognized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human action analysis, in terms of recognizing and classifying different physical activity patterns has been a challenging task in 2D and 3D computer vision. In previous frameworks researchers addressed the 3D action classification problem using various methods. Multiple calibrated cameras have been used by [1] [2] for a view-independent approach to the classification of human gestures through data fusion and feature extraction using motion history and energy volumes. In [1] , a Bayesian classifier processes 3D invariant statistical moments as feature vectors whereas [2] focuses on an efficient Fourier transformation performed on the vertical axis of a cylindrical coordinate system used to robustly extract visual motion descriptors which are classified by distance-based methods. A modified version of the matching pursuit algorithm proposed by [3] , was used for decomposing arbitrarily input postures into linear combinations of primary and secondary elementary postures called atoms. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and atom decomposition techniques have been used for the gesture recognition part where each gesture is decomposed in a number of atoms while their temporal evolution is recognized by the HMM.
Similar to our work, [4] has used a dynamic programming algorithm to process 3D joint features so that to segment and recognize actions by improving the overall accuracy with a Multi-Class AdaBoost algorithm. In [5] , a 3D approach that builds 3D model-based invariants, analyzes perceived actions as unique curves in a 3D invariance-space surrounded by an acceptance volume. The curves have unique distances, calculated by invariant Euclidean space representations, which is what the action models of this approach handle so that to generate action classification matchings. Opposite to [1] [2], in [6] uncalibrated moving cameras were used along with a dynamic epipolar geometry method to capture readings from 3D points and thereafter to generate 4D trajectories in space and time.
In our work, a number of dynamic neural networks from Matlab's NN toolbox [7] , have been used to compare which network performs better regarding the classification accuracy as well as the discrimination capability to distinguish between normal and aggressive actions through an off-line processing. Fig. 1 illustrates the hardware configuration setting of the system architecture used. More analytically, a person is shown to act in a 3D environment performing some physical activity. At the same time two external devices, the 3D tracker (Vicon system) and a mobile robot (SCITOS G5), cooperate as a perception to action unit to produce surveillance assessment reports indicating analytical action classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, the system's software architecture is introduced where a number of modules are explained analytically. Section III presents a number of experiments showing the best action classification performances. Finally, section IV points out some conclusions and future work derived from the current architecture used. 
II. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

A. Vicon Modules
The Vicon system encloses three main modules depicted by Fig. 2 . The Image Acquisition module is a low level unit used for capturing and fusing data taken from nine high resolution infrared cameras. The Kinematic Model Extraction module is a commercial software where 3D models are designed according to the alignment of the markers on an object/body. Such kinematic models emphasize mainly on the limbs and more specifically on the end effectors since the end points of the limbs are the ones which act to produce physical actions. The last, Data Sampling module, configures the sampling frequency of the image capturing per second to finally generate time series. Since we deal with aggressive physical actions it is rational to set up high frequency so that to avoid loss of information produced by high speed aggressive actions.
B. Robot Modules
These modules constitute the core of the software architecture design. From the image processing to the time series generation, Vicon prepares a set of activity information expressed in time series so that to send it to the robot for classification processing and evaluation assessment (see Fig.  2 ). Eight modules act together to preprocess the activity data, categorize the data in classes, and simulate part of the data to show the action classification performance.
1) Data Processing:
The first module, Data Re-Sampling, is used to scale the sampling rate of the data into lower or higher frequencies by increasing the sampling time from 5ms to 1sec. The initial sampling time of the data has been set to 200Hz where each frame is captured every 5ms so that analytical trajectories to be generated.
The second module, Z-C Filtering, is used to filter zerocrossing reading ambiguities which can occur from a number of parameters such as temperature, vibration, or high frequency. When data values cannot be read properly, Vicon grounds these readings to zero. To eliminate this phenomenon we simply search for zero value readings and replace them with previous non-zero ones (1) .
The third module, G/L Transformation, is a global-tolocal transformation method used to provide independency of body sizes and gender by isolating ambiguous variations of actions performed by human subjects acting in different locations and under different orientations. A local frame of reference, generated from Vicon's global one, is regarded as a secondary coordinate system coming from the actor's front body. Fig. 3(a) shows this reference point coming from the central shoulder marker B located at the back neck. A cylindrical coordinate system has been used so that all the performed actions to come and rotate around the actor's spinal column. The cylindrical coordinates are inspired by 
The vectors r coming from the shoulder model to every individual end effector marker ⊕, are normalized by transforming them to unit vectors so that to have bounded magnitude without affecting their directions. This is achieved by computing the Euclidean distance d r of every vector r (3), the overall distance D among the vectors, estimated by (4), and finally their values are divided by the distance D as it is shown by the equation groups (5) and (6), to produce unity extensions.
where r 
To finalize the G/L transformation procedure, a rotation matrix around the z axis is employed to rotate the four normalized vectors to the front plane of the body (7).
The fourth module is the Feature Extraction module. Time domain features extracted by this module regard spatially interpolated points of the performed activities in space. On the other hand, activity features which relate limb velocities, joint angles, or extensions, as discussed by [4] , are not our main concern in this work. A 13 th -dimensional feature action vector constitutes the networks' input space:
T , where the ankle and the wrist vectors (ank, wrs) have 3-dimensions plus the orientation θ vector. Similar to [4] , each feature action vector generates a combination of motions related to multiple concatenated 3D points or trajectories. The dynamics of the overall feature action vector performance is learnt by a dynamic neural network to produce matching classes. According to the 13 th -dimensional feature vector, the input space of the network will also be 13 th -dimensional whereas the networks' output remained one for serial class generation.
The fifth module, Normalization, rescales the data within the interval {−1, 1} for greater network classification efficiency by dividing all the data matrices with 1000.
2) Classification: Dynamic nonlinear ANN classifiers have been chosen to solve the physical action recognition problem. The spreadability of the normal action clusters can be discriminative separable in space while the spreadability of the aggressive action clusters not only overlapping each other by neighbouring aggressive action clusters, but are also mixed with even near normal action clusters. As mentioned in [4] , the high dimensionality of 3D joint positions in space creates computational complexity by making the important features of the actions less visible for the classifier and the observed measurements may have significant spatial and temporal variations. Therefore, the purpose of dynamic networks used is to process and discriminate sequences of actions, spread in a nonlinear 3D space, so that to generate distinct models for each individual action through training examples based on the dynamic evolution of poses. Since neural networks are problem depended algorithms it is difficult to know beforehand how large a network should be for a specific application [7] , hence, heuristic methodology is what should be applied to determine an appropriate network. One of the main concerns of this study is to compare the classification performance of several dynamic networks with different structure.
The sixth module Dynamic Networks, emphasizes on the most significant characteristics of dynamic networks, training algorithms, and error functions as well as their abilities to handle time series because of the memory they have from which they can be trained to learn time-varying patterns.
• Dynamic Networks The comparison analysis that is carried out in later chapters, evaluates three types of networks: i. FTDNN, this is a feedforward dynamic network with a tapped delay line (TDL) at the input layer which is what denotes its dynamics to handle time continuities which improves its speeding ability since it does not have to perform dynamic backpropagation for the gradient computation. ii. LRNN, this is an Elman type network with a recurrent feedback delay loop appeared to every hidden layer denoting a short-term memory [8] [9] . iii. DTDNN, this network (similar to FTDNN) has a number of TDLs allocated to the inputs of every layer.
• Training Functions Thirteen training function have been tested whereas among them, three of the most powerful ones presented distinctive results which have been used to train the networks. i. Levenberg-Marquardt, (trainlm function) is an optimization algorithm outperforming simple gradient descent and other conjugate gradient methods using the nonlinear least squares minimization [7] [10] . ii. Quasi-Newton, (trainbfg function) is a line search algorithm which does not need to compute the Hessian matrix. This method is efficient for small structured network [7] [11]. iii. Automated Regularization, (trainbr function) sets the weights and biases of the network randomly with specified distributions using statistical techniques to prevent data from overfitting [7] .
• Error Functions Three error functions have been used to test the networks' learning performance. The functions are: the mean squared error (mse function), the mean absolute error (mae function), and the mean squared error with regularization performance (msereg function).
3) Simulation: The seventh module, Simulated Class Outputs, simulates the already trained network to test the generalization performance of each individual network which outputs time series-based classes. A threshold filter is used to convert these resultant time series into unique matching numbers for easier manipulation. Hence, this method averages each class separately (8) and then compares the mean value with a fixed threshold to output a rounded number (9) .
where T T classj represents the mean value of a particular time series which belongs to a class j, N is the overall number of the sampled data of a T classj , x i denotes each individual sample, F classj is the thresholded output class, t j is the target class number of a class j, and γ is a threshold used to create an interval where every current class is compared within it. Note that in (9), F classj is only used to improve the class recognition to be used for real applications such as the surveillance assessment reports and not for the performance comparison analysis.
The final eight module, Class Evaluation, presents two evaluation methods to show the networks' generalization performance. The first method, the standard deviation of the mean filtered class values (10) , is used to show how the classified physical actions deviate from the mean; the less the deviation the better classification achieved.
The second method is an analytical percentage evaluation process, a mean-based classification accuracy method (11), which computes how well the network can generalize by comparing the T T classj value of a simulated action class j, with the actual target class t j .
The seventh, Simulated Class Outputs and the eight, Class Evaluation module unify the Assessment Reports which outcome a detailed set of information stating the type of the actions (1-9) recognized, the behaviour of each individual action (normal(N) or aggressive(A)), and the estimated validity which yields a percentage evaluation (11) by computing the average performance of the simulated classes P classj .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The types of actions have been taken from the every day life; such actions are: standing, waving, punching, kicking, etc [1] [2] [4] . Fig. 4 depicts an instance of each of the nine actions used in this analysis represented by a human kinematic model which is decomposed in six segmented models (head, left and right limbs). To make the expression of the actions more realistic, a human partner has been used to help the actor's performance for the handshaking, pushing, and pulling actions, whilst for the slapping, kicking, and punching actions relevant equipment has been used such as punching pads and standing bags. The networks' testing comparison performance has been divided in two parts. On the first, all the three networks are tested with a number of certain topological structures and learning parameters so that to determine which performs better. On the second part, the previously dominant best performance network, is tested given different training and error functions by keeping its internal structure unchanged. Regarding the input and output setting, thirteen inputs have been used to pass the whole 13 thdimensional feature vector for processing. The hidden layers have been set in an decremental fashion beginning with high to low number of neurons from the first hidden to the last output layer. Finally, a single output has been used to yield serially the classified action targets.
A. Dynamic Network comparison
The purpose of this testing is to select the best network configuration among three and then to compare their performances. The networks' structure, regarding the neuron/layer size, has been divided in six experiments where the three first experiments used one layer and three different neuron configurations, 3 , 6 , and 12 neurons. For the second experiments, two layers of 6 3 and 12 6 neurons have been used, while for the last experiment three layers were used of 6 4 2 neurons as it is shown on Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . Note that early experiments have also tried to solve this particular classification problem using more layers (≤5) as well as more neurons (≤48) but the results showed that the networks' generalization suffered from overfitting. For this series of experiments, the training algorithm used was the LevenbergMarquardt (trainlm) since this method is considered as one of the fastest optimization gradient descent algorithms. The error function used was the conventional mean squared error performance function (mse). At this point all the networks have shown one distinct performance which can select the best configuration in neurons and layers. Table I summarizes the learning performances of the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . According to Table I , the DTDNN and the FDTNN networks have shown the most significant performances indicated at the 6 3 structure configuration with minimum learning errors of 3.09e − 08 and 1.03e − 07 respectively. In Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) , the best learning performances, regarding the learning error, are shown by the dashdoted lines (structures: 12 6 ). However, the reason that the 6 3 structure is selected (squared lines) and not the 12 6 is because the simulation performance of the action recognition which uses a 40% of newly presented data, is what it strongly determines the best network structure. This is shown by Fig. 6 (a) and 6(b) indicating the lower standard deviations of the simulated classes. The probability of sellecting a network structure from its simulation performance is a lot higher than sellecting 6 ) as well as from the second best learning error performance (Fig. 5) . Observing Table I , it is clear that the network which has achieved the best simulation performance is the DTDNN, second came the FTDNN, and third the LRNN.
B. Training and Error Function Comparison
In overall, thirteen training and three error functions have been tested on the network which performed best (DTDNN) among the three standard structure configurations as the first testing has shown. The rest of the network's configuration remained the same as in the previous experiment. Fig. 7 shows graphically and Table II analytically the learning and simulation performances of the thirteen training functions and the three error functions. The majority of the training and error functions used, led the network to inefficient generalization results while the training error reached hardly the 1e − 03. Among these thirteen training functions, only three achieved good classification results; these functions are the trainlm function, the trainbfg function, and the trainbr function.
Regarding the three error functions, the mean square error mse function has shown the best learning results. Eventually, the trainlm and the mse functions led the network to achieve the best training and simulation performances among the three others.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a dynamic NN action classification method by a mobile robot using a 3D ubiquitous sensory tracker. It has been shown analytically how the ubiquitous 3D tracker provides 3D motion data points generated by kinematic models when physical activities are expressed. The experimental work of this research demonstrated one of the most appropriate dynamic NN configurations by implementing several testing comparisons in terms of network types and structures, and different training and error functions. The outcome of this comparison proposes a final network type and configuration topology which can achieve 99.4% of physical action recognition performance capable to discriminate among nine actions and their corresponding behaviours as is shown in Table III Our next analysis will be focused on frequency domain feature recognition so that to be independed from indoor ubiquitous environments and marker-depended techniques.
